Surface film pressure of actin: interactions with lipids in mixed monolayers.
The interactions of actin with neutral lipid films made from DLPC, and with positively charged films built from DLPC and stearylamine (SA), have been characterized by the monolayer technique. Injection of actin underneath an expanded lipid film produces an increase in the surface pressure that is consistent with a penetration of the lipid molecules by actin. This adsorption of actin to the lipid is more pronounced either with positively charged films or with Mg(2+) present in the sub-phase, suggesting that the mechanism involves an electrostatic attraction. During compression, the actin molecules are squeezed out into the sub-phase, carrying along some lipid molecules; this suggests a strong affinity of the lipids for actin. An analysis of the dilational modulus shows that when actin is found as monomers at the interface, the mixed actin-lipid film undergoes three phase changes upon compression. On the other hand, when actin is polymerized at the interface, the actin and the lipid form a rigid film for which the compressibility is mostly dominated by actin.